The illumination of oxygen-evolving PSII core complexes at very low temperatures in spectral regions not expected to excite P680 leads to charge separation in a majority of centers. The fraction of centers photoconverted as a function of the number of absorbed photons per PSII core is determined by quantification of electrochromic shifts on Pheo D1 . These shifts arise from the formation of metastable plastoquinone anion (Q A − ) configurations. Spectra of concentrated samples identify absorption in the 700-730 nm range. This is well beyond absorption attributable to CP47. Spectra in the 690-730 nm region can be described by the 'trap' CP47 absorption at 689 nm, with dipole strength of ∼1 chlorophyll a (chl a), partially overlapping a broader feature near 705 nm with a dipole strength of ∼0.15 chl a. This absorption strength in the 700-730 nm region falls by 40% in the photoconverted configuration. Quantum efficiencies of photoconversion following illumination in the 690-700 nm region are similar to those obtained with green illumination but fall significantly in the 700-730 nm range. Two possible assignments of the long-wavelength absorption are considered. Firstly, as a low intensity component of strongly exciton-coupled reaction center chlorin excitations and secondly as a nominally 'dark' charge-transfer excitation of the 'special pair' P D1 -P D2 . The opportunities offered by these observations towards the understanding of the nature of P680 and PSII fluorescence are discussed.
Introduction
The unique capacity of photosystem II (PSII) to photooxidize water with visible light identifies this enzyme as the engine-room of life on Earth. PSII is the source of virtually all bio-energetic electrons in nature. Despite decades of sustained effort, no widely accepted description of the photo-active pigment/protein assembly of PSII (P680) has emerged. Recent Xray data have confirmed strong structural analogies of the PSII reaction center to that of the Bacterial Reaction Center (BRC), the latter assemblies being possible antecedents of the former.
The minimal photosynthetic assembly retaining oxygenevolving capacity [1] is a PSII core complex, composite of the D1/D2/cytb 559 reaction center proteins, CP47 and CP43 proximal antennae, Mn-stabilizing proteins, and other ancillary proteins. PSII core complexes of thermophilic cyanobacteria have been successfully crystallized leading to medium resolution structural data [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Detergent solubilization of PSII core complexes leads to isolated D1/D2/cytb 559 reaction centers [7] . These assemblies do not bind a secondary acceptor, cannot evolve oxygen, and show efficient and reversible primary charge separation, forming P680 + -Pheo − . In contrast to BRCs they have not been purified to the level needed for successful crystallization.
Reaction center preparations of PSII continue to be extensively studied, most recently using Stark [8] and ultra-fast spectroscopic techniques [9] [10] [11] [12] . These preparations have been used in a very wide range of experiments. The results of these experiments have formed the basis for a range of models for P680 [13] [14] [15] [16] . However it has been suggested [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] that this assembly is not fully representative of the reaction center in intact PSII cores. We have, on the basis of comparative studies of isolated subunits and cores using a range of low temperature spectroscopies [1, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , suggested that there is substantial inhomogeneous broadening in the isolated reaction centers and that their properties are not fully representative of the charge separating assembly in the native system.
A u t h o r ' s p e r s o n a l c o p y
Core complexes have not been as extensively studied by optical spectroscopies although they exhibit significantly better spectral detail at low temperatures [1, [21] [22] [23] . PSII core complexes show variability in this structure when prepared from different organisms [21] . A key difficulty in the design of experiments and subsequent analysis of the optical spectra of cores is that the chlorophyll and β-carotene pigments in CP43 and CP47 dominate the spectra. The reaction center absorptions overlap those of the proximal light-harvesting assemblies CP43 and CP47 and the resulting spectral congestion makes unambiguous identification and assignment of excitations difficult.
Whereas low temperature excitation of reaction center preparations leads to a short-lived (primary) charge-separated state, illumination of core complexes at 1.7 K gives rise to very longlived [22] charge-separated configurations. The latter are associated with the formation of a stable plastosemiquinone anion (Q A − ) together with a partnering secondary donor, which is often an oxidized β-carotene. The fraction of PSII that is photoconverted to a charge-stabilized configuration can be reproducibly and quantitatively determined by monitoring the absorption spectrum before and after illumination [22, 24] . The electrochromic shift of the D1 pheophytin a (Pheo D1 ) pigment can be monitored either by changes in the Q x band near 545 nm or in the corresponding Q y band at 685 nm. These wavelengths are for spinach cores and although they are distinctly different for other organisms, the same phenomenology is exhibited [21] . The Q x shift is known as the 'C550' signal and was originally observed via illumination of chloroplast preparations at 77 K [25, 26] .
Excitation of PSII cores with narrowband (laser) radiation at wavelengths longer than 676 nm was found [23] to lead to remarkably efficient spectral hole-burning (SHB). When the PSII sample was initially poised in the dark-adapted (Q A ) state, efficient SHB was accompanied by the characteristic electrochromic shifts on Q y and Q x of Pheo D1 , which are unambiguous signatures of charge separation in PSII.
The extraordinarily high efficiency of hole-burning activity was attributed to activation of P680 (with subsequent charge separation) following relatively slow excitation transfer from CP43 and CP47 'linker' chlorophylls to the reaction center [23, 27] . Confirmation of this mechanism is provided by the observation [28] that spontaneous spectral hole-filling precisely tracks charge recombination of Q A − with the secondary donor. The analysis of the SHB data [27] has led to a more complete understanding [29] of the complex characteristics of the temperature dependent emission spectra of PSII. The emission of PSII at low temperatures arises from subsets of CP43 and CP47 'linker' pigments from within their inhomogeneous distributions. A similar conclusion with respect to CP43 'linker' emission was later reached by Andrizhiyevskaya et al. [30] from an analysis of the temperature dependent emission spectra taken at different excitation wavelengths of PSII cores prepared from the cyanobacterium Synechocystis PCC 6803 and PSII core subunits prepared from spinach.
Our SHB work [23] provided the first evidence that efficient charge-separation in PSII could be induced, in the absence of significant thermal activation, with excitation wavelength well beyond 680 nm. The possibility of thermal activation of the sample by the exciting light could be excluded as these experiments were performed at extremely low temperatures (1.7 K) and at low laser power-densities.
The strong SHB occurring in the 680-700 nm region when using narrowband excitation introduces difficulties in quantifying yields of Q A − formation. This is because the absorbance of the sample at the laser wavelength changes dramatically upon laser irradiation, due to the highly efficient SHB process induced. We have shown [24, 29] that hole-burning can be largely circumvented by using broadband radiation from a monochromator/ lamp system (6-8 μW/cm 2 , bandwidth 2.3 nm) to illuminate samples. With 2.3 nm bandwidth excitation, the SHB photoproduct falls mostly within the excitation bandwidth. Our initial report [24] established that substantial photoconversion of a PSII core sample to the Q A − configuration could be achieved with very low power density 2.3 nm bandwidth radiation with wavelengths as long as 700 nm.
In this paper we report charge separation in PSII cores immersed in superfluid helium at 1.7 K, as induced by illumination in the 690-730 nm range. Data are also provided for green illumination, the radiation most often used to photoconvert PSII samples. The fraction of centers undergoing primary charge separation and subsequent formation of the metastable Q A − configuration is quantified by electrochromic shifts in absorption spectra. High sensitivity absorption spectra taken of concentrated samples serve to identify the feature in the extreme red region that leads to the observed photo-induced charge separation. Quantification of the absorbance of PSII core samples in the 700-750 nm range in turn allows the extent of photoconversion to be mapped as a function of the absorbed number of photons per PSII.
Materials and methods

Biochemical samples and optical spectrometer
PSII core complexes with an oxygen-evolving activity of 3400-4000 μmol of O 2 (mg of chl) −1 h −1 were isolated from spinach as previously described [1] .
In order to minimize light scattering of the optical sample, a factor critical in identifying weak broad absorption in the red, a thin (200-μm pathlength and 12-mm diameter) quartz cell assembly was utilized with concentrated PSII core material (1-5 mg(chl a)/mL). The cyroprotectant used was 1:1 ethelyne glycol/ glycerol and its volume fraction adjusted to 40%. The sample was cooled to 4 K over a period of ∼40 s [1, 22, 23] .
A new sample was prepared for each illumination fluence dependence experiment. This avoided any effects due to degradation of the sample. Samples were dark-adapted for 5 min at 290 K, poising the sample in the S 1 (Q A ) configuration [22] . The laboratory-designed spectrometer that we used has been previously described [1, 22, 23] . The peak optical density of samples in the chlorophyll Q y region ranged from ∼2 to 3 for illuminations at wavelengths in the range 680-700 nm and ∼3-7 for illuminations at wavelengths longer than 700 nm. All illuminations and measurements were performed with the sample immersed in superfluid helium at 1.7 K. There were no measurable spectral changes induced by the actinic light of the spectrometer.
Illumination sources
A number of illumination sources were utilized. For green-light illumination, light from a 150 W halogen lamp was passed through a 10 cm water bath and a green filter stack and then focussed at the sample. The maximum light A u t h o r ' s p e r s o n a l c o p y intensity at the focus was 5 mW/cm 2 , peaking at 540 nm and having a FHWM of ∼50 nm. The spectral profile of the lamp/filter system was measured, allowing the total number of photons absorbed in the sample for a given illumination period to be determined. Alternatively, 514 nm radiation from an Ar + laser was defocused and attenuated to a similar power density. The optical density of the samples in the region of green-light excitation was less than 0.1-0.4 ensuring uniform excitation through the optical path of the sample cell.
In the 680-700 nm region, a Spex 0.25-m double monochromator/250-W halogen lamp system operating with 1-mm slit widths was used. Light from the monochromator was further passed through a 630-nm filter before illuminating the sample. This system had a spectral width of 2.3 nm and the output power (6-8 μW/cm 2 ) was calibrated against a silicon diode of known sensitivity. In the 695-715 nm range, a Spectraphysics 375 dye laser operating with DCM dye and 3-plate birefringent filter, pumped by a Spectraphysics model 175 Ar + laser was utilized. This system had a linewidth of ∼0.05 nm. In the 710-800 nm region, a Schwartz Ti:Sapphire laser with linewidth of < 0.001 nm was utilized. Laser light was used at far field (see below). This ensured a uniform power density across the (central) portion of the beam used for illumination.
Light purity
Before passage to the sample, the output of either the dye or Ti:Sapphire laser was reflected from a Littrow prism and propagated ∼11 m. This procedure effectively isolated any background fluorescence from the tuneable laser light. The beam was then passed through a polarization scrambler and finally a 665 nm long pass filter, which served to remove residual ambient and Ar + laser pump light.
Control (null) illumination experiments were performed with the tuneable lasers excited at full Ar + pump power, and therefore fluorescing maximally, but with laser action inhibited by small adjustment of the output coupler of the laser cavity. Under these conditions, no photoconversion of the samples was seen even after a 15 min test 'illumination'. Consequently all photoconversion reported was induced solely by light at the specified wavelength. Fig. 1 illustrates the 'C550' shift of the Q x transition of Pheo D1 as measured in a PSII core sample at 1.7 K. The shape of the difference spectrum did not change with fractional photoconversion of the sample or wavelength of illumination and thus the difference amplitude can be reliably used to monitor the fraction of the sample in which Q A has been photo-reduced.
Results
Illumination-induced spectral changes
Calibration of the absorption difference amplitude (Fig. 1 ) at full conversion of the sample to the Q A − configuration was determined by a comparison of the saturating amplitude of the 'C550' signal obtained by sustained photo-reduction compared to the corresponding signal obtained by chemical reduction of Q A . Additionally, the same amplitude of 'C550' signal was obtained after an S 1 (Q A ) sample was illuminated at 260 K with green light and then rapidly frozen. This protocol is known [1] to poise the system in the S 2 (Q A − ) (EPR multiline) configuration in more than 90% of centers. These checks establish that saturating illumination with green light (see Materials and methods) at 1.7 K is effective in converting ∼95 ± 5% of the Q A to the metastable S 1 (Q A − ) configuration. Fig. 2 presents an absorption spectrum of PSII cores in the red, extending to 740 nm. The minimal scattering in our optical samples is evident once noting that no baseline corrections have been made to the spectra. Although illumination-induced electrochromism absorption changes in the Q y region have amplitudes ∼10× larger than those seen in the Q x region, the fractional changes relative to the absorption in Q y are smaller. We have assigned [21, 22] the prominent lowest-energy derivative feature centered at 685 nm as an electrochromic blue shift on Pheo D1 associated with Q A − formation. The amplitudes of the 'C550' shift and the 685 nm shift were found to track each other quantitatively. Either spectral feature can thus be used to determine Q A − formation. In samples with high optical density in the Q y , region, i.e. in the concentrated samples used to investigate the photoconversion in the extreme red where absorbances are low, monitoring the Q x feature is more effective in quantifying Q A − formation. This is because optical densities at 685 nm are > 2.5, which leads to poor signalto-noise ratios and stray light artefacts.
Absorption and illumination-induced absorption changes beyond 680 nm are presented in Fig. 3 . These spectra were taken on a sample that was ∼2× more concentrated than that used for Fig. 2 and on a ∼10× more sensitive absorbance scale. Most notable is that there is absorption in the 700-730 nm region. There are also illumination-induced absorption changes in this region. These changes are directly proportional to the extent of Q A − formation [28, 31] . The spectral profile of this illuminationinduced change is also independent of the wavelength of excitation [28] . The absorption change seen in the 700-730 nm range, which corresponds to a 40% decrease in absorption for 100% Q A − formation, has the same spectral profile as the absorption in this region. This correspondence suggests that the absorption in this region is associated with a major fraction of PSII cores and not with a minor impurity or a small fraction of the sample consisting of degraded or modified PSII cores.
Absorption in the 700-730 nm region is difficult to detect in dilute samples. However, we have found that an equivalent photoconversion of dilute samples occurs with 700-730 nm 
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illumination. This, along with the fact that all our samples are prepared with a detergent concentration of 0.3 mg/mL n-dodecyl β-D-maltocide [1] excludes the possibility that absorption in the 700-730 nm region is due to aggregates.
Wavelength dependence of photoconversion yields
The yield of Q A − formation as a function of absorbed fluence, using green light illumination is presented in Fig. 4 . At the lowest fractional conversion, quantum efficiencies (QEs) of photoconversion are high. A 50% overall conversion of the sample occurs with an average QE of ∼0.1, in agreement with our previous estimates of QEs based on SHB and other measurements [22, 23] . The data in Fig. 4 are also entirely consistent with a 10-15% conversion observed [25] for cryogenic PSII samples initially poised in the Q A state and converted to a stable Q A − configuration by a brief 'saturating' light flash configured to photo-excite each center only once. Although the photo-efficiency of (transient) Q A − formation is far higher and may approach that seen for PSII at ambient temperatures, only a fraction of the charge separated configuration is stable for > 60 s and is relevant to our measurements.
A 10 2 -10 3 greater absorbed fluence is required to achieve complete conversion of a sample to a stable Q A − configuration. We have observed entirely analogous photoconversion yield behaviors in membrane-bound PSII particles (BBYs) and thylakoids prepared from plants (spinach), as well as cyanobacterial PSII cores (Synechocystis PCC 6803). PSII core preparations with significantly lower oxygen-evolving activities also show an analogous behavior. The yield characteristic appears to be intrinsic to PSII rather than being related to the activity of a PSII preparation or its level of integrity. Fig. 5 presents a set of photoconversion data with excitation over the wavelength range from 690 nm to 728 nm. Data are presented in terms of fractional conversion of the sample versus absorbed photons per PSII core particle. Data from green-light illumination-induced photoconversion are also provided as a reference. Also presented on the graph are a family of theoretical conversion curves. These curves assume all PSII cores in the sample have the same QE using a first order rate equation. Curves are shown for each decade of QE from 1 to 10 −4 . Clearly, no single QE can account for the experimental data. 
A u t h o r ' s p e r s o n a l c o p y
Attempts to model the observed photoconversion yield with a Gaussian or polynomial distribution of QEs were not successful. A more successful approach was to allow for more than 2 distinct QEs. The assumption of 3 distinct QEs led to a reasonable fit. The QEs were 0.7, 0.05 and 0.003 all with comparable amplitude contribution in the fit. Significant correlations were seen between fit parameters and a detailed analysis of this QE distribution is beyond the scope of this paper.
Conversion efficiencies with illumination in the 690-700 nm range (with 2.3 nm bandwidth) show yields of Q A − formation comparable to that seen with green light. Saturating absorbed fluences in this wavelength range could not be achieved due to the low power of the lamp-based illumination system that was utilized (Materials and methods). As mentioned previously, broadband light was used in the 690-700 nm region to limit the impact of strong SHB that occurs with narrowband (laser) excitation in this region.
SHB is not evident in the 700-730 nm region [28] . Thus, laser sources can be utilized to illuminate samples and the decrease in absorbance in this region upon Q A − formation can be easily accounted for. The increased power of laser sources helps to compensate for the very low absorbance (< 0.02) in the range beyond 700 nm. However, the highest absorbed power density utilized remains low (2-5 mW/cm 2 ) and comparable to that used with green illumination (of more dilute samples). The data in Fig. 5 shows that an illumination equivalent to exciting each center ∼10 3 times at 707 nm (∼20 min 160 mW/cm 2 incident power) leads to ∼80% conversion of the sample to the Q A − state. Even with this level of absorbed fluence, saturation has not been achieved (Fig. 5) . Longer illumination periods are inconclusive due to a partial decay of the metastable Q A − configuration on the ∼20 min timescale. Higher laser powers were not available.
The number of absorbed photons required to photoconvert the first 20% of a dark-adapted PSII sample in the S 1 (Q A ) configuration increases very significantly as illumination wavelengths longer than 700 nm are used. The increase is a factor of ∼10 at 707 nm and ∼10 3 at 725 nm. Excitation at 726 nm appears to be slightly more efficient that at 725 nm. We attribute this anomaly to our inability to accurately determine the magnitude of the tailing absorption at the very longest wavelengths in some samples. We have found that illumination beyond 730 nm leads to minimal photoconversion. For example, sustained (∼10 min) illumination of samples with 450 mW/cm 2 of 750 nm light leads to no quantifiable Q A − formation (i.e. < 3%).
Discussion
Charge separation as monitored via Q A − formation
Our experiments monitor metastable secondary acceptor reduction (Q A − formation) via electrochromic shifts of Pheo D1 . We have identified significant variations in the QE of Q A − formation as a function of both the absorbed fluence and the excitation wavelength. Whether these effects are determined by variations in the primary charge separation processes forming P680 + -Pheo D1 − or by factors in the subsequent processes of secondary acceptor reduction and donor oxidation cannot be immediately determined from our data. As previously mentioned, we have green-illumination data (not shown) similar to that in Fig. 2 for a range of PSII samples and from these data the dispersion of QEs appears to be intrinsic to PSII. We note that there have been analyses of photon echoes [11] and SHB [32] in D1/ D2/cytb 559 preparations pointing to a highly dispersive primary charge separation process. This allows for the possibility that the wide variation of formation efficiencies of Q A − may arise from variations in primary charge separation processes.
The 'C550' shift is a robust and quantitative indicator that charge separation has occurred in PSII and that metastable Q A − formation was successful. The Q x difference-spectra induced by illuminations at either 540 or 705 nm (Fig. 1) are identical, indicating that the same photoconversion process has been induced as far as its influence on Pheo D1 . The blue shift 
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centered at 685 nm in spinach scales with the Q x shift for all wavelengths of excitation. However, other illumination-induced changes in the 650-680 nm region [21, 22] are variable, even between BBYs and PSII cores both prepared from spinach. The illumination-induced spectral changes seen in this region for Synechococcus elongatus (our unpublished results and Hillman et al. [33] ), for example, are distinctly different to those seen for spinach or Synechocystis PCC 6803 [22] . In each organism, we have assigned the lowest energy derivative feature as due to an electrochromic shift of Q y on Pheo D1 .
There is a range of low-temperature secondary donors in PSII that can be oxidized upon metastable Q A − formation. These donors include Chl Z , β-carotene, Cytb 559 , Tyr z and Tyr d [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . In our core samples, Cytb 559 is fully oxidized and is not available as a donor. The degree of Chl Z oxidation induced by a saturating green illumination at 1.7 K is somewhat variable and Chl Z acts as the secondary donor in 10-50% of PSII centers in our core samples. This is quantified by integration of the absorption differencespectra in the 650-700 nm region. We have identified β-carotene as a significant donor in our samples [22] . Using the molar extinction values for the β-carotene radical cation [37, 39] or the fractional bleach in the 450-500 nm range while knowing [1, 22] the number of β-carotenes per PSII center in our core samples, we are able to quantify that ∼20-30% of PSIIs utilize β-carotene as a secondary donor.
Characterization of the low energy states in PSII cores
Systematic SHB and circular dichroism (CD) measurements [20, 28, 31] have established that there is no significant contribution to the absorption in the 690-730 nm region from either PSI or LHCI-730 in our (plant) PSII cores samples. The 700-730 nm region was shown to have no measurable CD activity but had the characteristic (+) B term Magnetic CD signal of a Q y transition in chlorophyll or pheophytin [20, 31] .
We have previously assigned the prominent feature at 683.5 nm in Fig. 2 to the quasi-degeneracy (in spinach PSII) of CP43 and reaction center (P680) absorptions. This accidental degeneracy is lifted in Synechocystis PCC 6803 cyanobacterial PSII [21] . The linewidth of the 685 nm absorption assigned to Pheo D1 , via integration of the electrochromic signature, is ∼2.5 nm (70 cm −1 ) [22] . Absorption in the 690-700 nm region is dominated by the well-known CP47 'trap' feature having a width of ∼10 nm. This band is the lowest energy absorption in CP47 and has an almost identical spectrum in isolated CP47 subunit preparations. In both cores and in isolated CP47, the band exhibits a (+) CD spectrum. This CD activity helps to quantify the position and lineshape of the absorption.
The lack of any SHB or CD activity in the 700-730 nm region each confirms that absorption in this region does not arise from CP47. CP47 subunits do not show absorption beyond 704 nm in PSII cores [28] . The lack of SHB in the 705-730 nm region in PSII cores [28] helps establish that this absorption is dominantly homogeneously broadened. By contrast, strong SHB and fluorescence line narrowing (FLN) is seen for the CP47 trap state, as present in either isolated CP47 subunits or as part of intact PSII [23, 27, 29, 40, 41] . Thus the CP47 state is strongly inhomogeneously broadened, in contrast to any state in the 700-730 nm region.
The absorption in the 690-730 nm spectral region (Fig. 3 ) can be fitted to the sum of Gaussians centered at 688.5 ± 0.5 nm (240 ± 10 cm −1 FWHM) and 704.8 ± 0.5 nm (475 ± 50 cm
FWHM) respectively. The 688.5 nm CP47 feature has an area corresponding to 1.0 ± 0.05 chl a and the low energy band an area corresponding to 0.15 ± 0.05 chl a (when the sample is poised in the Q A configuration). The area, position and width of the CP47 feature in our fit are entirely consistent with linear dichroism [42] and CD data (our data, not shown) of CP47 subunit spectra, and with PSII core spectra [1] . The lowest energy pigment(s) in isolated CP43 subunits absorb near 683 nm [43] [44] [45] . Fluorescence spectra of PSII cores obtained using 2.3 nm bandwidth 680-698 nm illumination from the lamp/monochromator system (see Materials and methods), have displayed line-narrowed vibrational sideline features (i.e. FLN) attributable to CP43 and CP47 [29] . The CP47 frequencies dominate for excitation beyond 690 nm. Excitation at 700 nm, although leading to photoconversion of the sample, gave rise to relatively little fluorescence. This result provides a further strong distinction between the strongly fluorescent inhomogeneously broadened CP47 state and the homogeneously broadened absorption extending to 730 nm.
Photoconversion as a function excitation wavelength
Although excitation of the 680-705 nm and 705-730 nm regions both give rise to significant photoconversion they exhibit profoundly different SHB activity [23, 27, 28] . The absence of SHB beyond 704 nm allows the use of high fluences from narrowband laser excitation to induce photoconversion without incurring the difficulties associated with SHB. We can associate absorption in the 705-730 nm region with PSII, as excitation here leads to Q A − formation in a majority of centers. The lack of persistent SHB seen in the 705-730 nm range is sustained while up to 80% photochemical conversion of the sample is induced. This establishes that the lowest energy state of PSII is dominantly homogeneously broadened. This situation parallels the case for the primary donor absorption in BRCs [46, 47] . If the 705-730 nm absorption in PSII were inhomogeneously broadened, photochemical SHB would occur with the same efficiency as Q A − formation and the fraction of the sample that could be converted to the Q A − state by narrowband excitation would be limited. The limiting fraction would be approximately the ratio of the SHB width to the inhomogeneous width.
In BRCs, SHB becomes observable only with excitation of zero phonon lines at the low-energy edge of the homogenously broadened profile [47] [48] [49] [50] . The homogeneous width of the zero phonon line was found to be consistent with the charge separation rate as measured in time domain experiments [47] . The overall bandwidth of the charge separating (P*) state in BRCs and the lowest energy band in PSII, as determined above, are comparable at 400-500 cm −1 . This suggests a similar electronphonon coupling and/or phonon frequencies.
Our experiments were performed with thin (∼0.2 mm) sample cells that were immersed in superfluid helium at 1.7 K.
A u t h o r ' s p e r s o n a l c o p y
Experiments were performed with very low absorbed light power-densities (∼5 μW/cm 2 -5 mW/cm 2 ). This eliminates the likelihood of significant bulk heating of the sample. Thus, any thermal activation of excited states > 12 cm −1 (i.e. 10 kT) higher in energy than the exciting light has a probability of < 5 × 10 −5 . It has been noted [51] that significant transient local heating may persist for 26-40 ps in a (single) photosynthetic antenna complex upon absorption of a photon. This heating arises from the conversion of electronic excitation energy into (transient) vibrational excitation of the local environment. The effective local temperature rise induced by such a process was estimated to be as high as 10 degrees at 77 K [51] . In order to photoinduce charge separation in a PSII core complex that has been transiently heated by such a process, a second absorption would need to occur within the 26-40 ps period of thermal activation. The highest absorbed power densities used to induce photoconversion in this work corresponds to each PSII core complex being excited 1000 times in 600 s. The likelihood of two photons being absorbed in a single PSII core within a ∼100 ps interval is negligible.
Estimating the lifetime of a charge-separating state to be ∼3 ps, the FWHM of its homogeneous (Lorentzian) zero phonon line would be 1.8 cm −1 . The energy displacement at which excitation of such a Lorentzian profile falls to 10 −3 of its peak value is ∼30 cm −1 . Thus, the fall in efficiencies seen with excitation at longer wavelengths (Fig. 5) is too gradual to be accounted for by the absorption tails of excitations at higher energy.
The possibility that the efficiency decreases seen with excitation to lower energies are due to the finite temperature of the sample and consequent absorption from a thermally activated ground state (hot-band absorption) can be excluded. Also excluded is the influence of tailing absorptions of charge-separating states to higher energy. Any such interpretation invoking these phenomena to explain lower efficiencies would also require most of the absorption in the 700-730 nm to be 'inactive' i.e. not leading to charge separation. This is because the 'hot' and the 'tailing' absorption would be expected to have the same photochemical efficiency when scaled to absorbed light, as the photoconversion process involves precisely the same electronic excited state.
Photoconversion efficiencies in the 690-700 nm range (Fig. 5) , a range where absorption is dominated by the (inhomogeneously broadened) CP47 trap state, show efficiencies 2-5 times lower than that seen for green illumination. Some drop in yield is expected due to the selectivity of the exciting radiation. The 2.3 nm bandwidth of the excitation used in this region intercepts only CP47 absorption in a sub-population of PSIIs, i.e. those PSIIs that have CP47 trap pigments absorbing within the bandwidth of the illuminating source. This selectivity is precisely that responsible for the FLN characteristics observed in PSII [29] . Photoconversion yields from the subset of CP47 that are selectively excited are as the same as those obtained with green illumination. Additionally, the total fraction of centers that are converted exceeds the fraction of PSIIs whose CP47 absorption is accessible by the 2.3 nm bandwidth exciting radiation. We can conclude that excitation of either the inhomogeneously broadened CP47 trap or of the homogeneously broadened underlying state when excited at wavelengths above 700 nm both lead to efficient photoconversion.
Assignment of the lowest energy excitation in PSII cores
The homogeneously broadened absorption extending to 730 nm in PSII is the lowest-energy optically accessible electronic excitation of the reaction center of oxygen evolving PSII core complexes. Excitation at wavelengths to 728 nm leads to accumulation of the charge-separated Q A − configuration. Excitation fluences available at 725 nm led to photoconversion of ∼30% of PSII centers without reaching saturation. The spectral profile of the change in intensity of the low energy tail is similar to that of the tail itself and is independent of excitation wavelength to within experimental error. As excitation at 704 nm achieves 80% photoconversion of PSII, the 700-730 nm tail can be associated with a majority of PSII centers.
Radiationless deactivation of electronic excitations of the charge-separating pigment assembly (P680) to the lowest electronic and vibrational levels of this assembly can be expected to be extremely rapid [47] . Charge separation would then be expected to ensue from the lowest electronic excited state of the system. Thus, charge separation yields when corrected for absorbance could be expected to be independent of the excitation wavelength.
We have seen that the photochemical yields of the chargeseparated Q A − configuration drop very significantly with excitation beyond 700 nm. This observation provides a significant challenge to any assignment of the lowest-energy excitation of PSII. We consider two possible assignments of the low-energy state that address this and other key characteristics of the absorption. Our first suggestion assigns the low-energy state as a weak, low-energy exciton component of the 'special pair', which are the closely coupled reaction center pigments P D1 and P D2 . Secondly, we consider the low-energy state as arising from the direct optical excitation to a charge-separated state of P D1 -P D2 .
The sandwich-coupled model with slow vibrational relaxation
Our first model is suggested by analogies of the low energy absorption in PSII with the charge separating (P*) state in BRCs. This well-studied and characteristic excitation in BRCs is homogeneously broadened, having a width comparable to that indicated by our fit of the 705 nm band in PSII. The lowest energy band in PSII has a dipole strength estimated to be 0.15 ± 0.05 chl a when modelled as a Gaussian (Fig. 3) . The assignment of this as a pigment excitation with <<1 chl a dipole strength immediately predicates the existence of exciton coupling within the photo-active pigment assembly of PSII comparable to or greater than the linewidth of the band (∼500 cm −1 ). A splitting of this magnitude is consistent with the 'special pair' distance of 7.6 Å recently reported [2] in PSII. This value is almost identical to the equivalent distances in BRCs [52] .
However, a weakly absorbing lowest-energy exciton component is precisely the opposite of what is seen in BRCs. This
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reversal would require an interaction between transition dipoles in a sandwich configuration [19, 53] . The orientation of the P D1 and P D2 chl a molecules in PSII are known [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and the directions of their transition dipoles, as inferred from the dipole directions in isolated chl a [54] , have an 'in line' orientation. The existence of a 'sandwich pair' of transition dipoles would indicate exceptional protein-induced changes of the electronic characteristics of the P D1 and P D2 chl a molecules in PSII. The higher-energy exciton partner of the charge-separating state in BRC is inferred to be narrow [55] and in this respect the 683.5 nm feature in PSII plant cores, which we have associated with P680, exhibits the same characteristics.
Within this picture, transient absorption changes reported for PSII cores [56] near 680 nm upon 10 ps laser excitation would not correspond to the bleach of a lower-energy charge-separating state. This bleach would then be associated with changes in more intense component(s) of a strongly exciton-coupled photo-active P680 assembly where coupling is dominated by the P D1 -P D2 interaction. The energy separation between the narrow 683.5 nm feature that we have associated with P680 and the peak of the homogeneously broadened low energy state at 705 nm is 445 cm −1 which corresponds to 2.2 kT at ambient temperatures. In order to account for the low yields of photoconversion seen with long wavelength excitation, we need to further propose that only vibrationally-excited states contribute significantly to the overall charge separation process. This is in contrast to the situation in the BRCs where the electronic origin and vibrationally excited levels charge separate at the same rate [47, 57] . Jortner has suggested [58] a process, schematically represented in Fig. 6 , in which vibrationally (localized phonon) excited levels of the charge-separating state, i.e. those energetically closer to a crossing to the putative charge-separated state, charge separate more rapidly than levels at lower energy. If vibrational relaxation is relatively slow, charge separation yields may increase with excitation at higher energy.
The redox tunable charge transfer trap model
Charge separated configurations of PSII such as P680 + -Pheo D1 − , are not considered to be optically accessible. Direct optical excitation of such 'dark' electronic states of the system is strongly inhibited by both [17] the lack of electronic overlap between donor (D) and acceptor (A) pigments and also by low Franck-Condon factors involved in passing from D-A to D + -A − . The equilibrium geometries of D and D + , A and A − will in general be significantly displaced, i.e., cations and anions are inherently smaller and bigger respectively, than their parents. Consequently, vibrational overlap factors between the respective D/D + and A/A − configurations become minimal. We again take inspiration from studies of BRCs that have shown that the 'special pair' of bacterio-chlorophylls are close enough to allow significant electronic overlap. The characteristic homogeneous broadening of the charge-separating state of BRCs has been attributed to [59, 60] a ∼10% mixing of a charge-separated state with the pigment excitation. This is enabled by the electronic overlap in the 'special pair'. The unusual and marked blue shift of the peak maximum of the P band in R. Sphaeroides with increasing temperature has also been recently explained in terms of a vibronic coupling model, dynamically mixing excitoncoupled dimer states and charge transfer excitations [61] .
When charge transfer character is induced in pigment excitations, as evidenced by homogeneous broadening and large Stark effects of the P band, the mixing responsible for this will also transfer a corresponding pigment excitation character to the charge transfer state. Thus, to the extent to which the systems are mixed (10% in BRCs) the nominally 'dark' charge transfer state can gain optical intensity from pigment excitations. Other properties of the state such as the excitation energy remain identifiable as a (90%) charge transfer excitation. As it has now been established that the P D1 -P D2 distance in PSII is indeed the same as the corresponding distance in BRCs [2] , it is appropriate to invoke the possibility of a similar electronic overlap between the chl a molecules of the 'special pair' in PSII. Transient absorption and fluorescence studies of D1/D2/cytb 559 particles have been analysed within a model [9] in which intensity is transferred between exciton levels and charge transfer states of P D1 -P D2 . However, in D1/D2/cytb 559 particles there is no equivalent low energy absorption to that seen in our PSII core preparations.
This line of argument suggests an assignment of the 705 nm band in PSII as a charge transfer excitation of the 'special pair' (Fig. 7) . This state could be (P D1 + -P D2 − ), (P D1 − -P D2 + ), or a corresponding delocalised combination, (P D1 + -P D2 − ) ± (P D1 − -P D2 + ). Its absorption strength, corresponding to 0.15 chl a, would then be attributed to its chl a Q y character. This absorption strength is clearly compatible with estimates of the mixing in BRCs. 
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In order to account for the reduced yields of photoconversion with long wavelength excitation, we further suggest that excitation of a 'pure' P D1 -P D2 charge-transfer state that generates the corresponding radical pair is not effective in photoconverting a PSII sample. Efficient and long-lived charge separation, forming P680 + -Pheo D1 − , requires charge separation originating from the other (active branch accessory) chl a within the reaction center and correspondingly generates other radical pairs. This is in line with some current models [9, 62] . However, exciton coupling between the central chlorins will ensure eigenstates of the system involving P D1 -P D2 basis excitations will be mixed with basis states localized on other chlorins. This mixing of nominally P D1 -P D2 excitations with those of other central chlorins may lead to the reduced but non-zero efficiency of photoconversion when exciting in the 700-730 nm region.
The assignment of the 705 nm band as a charge transfer excitation of P D1 -P D2 makes it far easier to account for the marked reduction in its absorption intensity when the sample is converted to the metastable charge-separated Q A − configuration. A chargetransfer state is strongly affected by local charges, and may show extremely large electrochromic effects. The reduction of Q A , along with the oxidation of a secondary donor induces significant electrochromic effects on chlorin excitations and far larger effects may be expected for charge transfer states. In D2/D2/cytb 559 particles, this charge transfer state may be at a quite different energy [9] . In order to account for the reduction of intensity of the P D1 -P D2 charge transfer state upon photoconversion, an increase of the energy of this state by half the linewidth (250 cm −1 or 30 meV) could account for the apparent ∼2-fold reduction in intensity of the band. A shift of the band to higher energy and towards the CP47 excitation would lead to the remaining exposed tail having half the intensity at 705 nm. The remaining tail would then have a slightly different shape to that originally, with more intensity at 705 nm than at longer wavelengths. The precision available in our data would not entirely exclude this possibility.
Strong electrochromism of a P D1 -P D2 charge transfer excitation could serve as a redox tunable trap, being both the lowest energy excitation of PSII and particularly sensitive to the charge state of nearby redox active co-factors.
Comparing the models
Neither model presented immediately accounts for all the properties reported for the lowest energy absorption. A strong electrochromic shift to higher energy of a P D1 -P D2 charge transfer state upon photoconversion could lead to a reduction of absorption in the tail region but would also imply some shape change in the remaining absorption. It is hard to see how a low energy 'sandwich' exciton component could exhibit a dramatic change in intensity upon Q A − formation. One would need to invoke dramatic changes in exciton couplings driven by electrochromic shifts of pigment excitations.
The gradual drop in yields seen (Fig. 5 ) for a given absorbed fluence beyond 700 nm could be accounted for by a slowly vibrationally-relaxing manifold intercepting with a charge separated state, following the model proposed by Jortner [58] . However, there is no experimental or theoretical evidence for either the 'sandwich' exciton-coupling in P D1 -P D2 nor evidence for slow (>10 ps) vibrational relaxation. In the redox-tunable charge-transfer trap model, the reduction of efficiency suffered by excitation into such a state is attributed to its predominant P D1 -P D2 character and the ineffectiveness of the resultant radical pair in forming a stable charge-separated configuration. It is, however, more difficult to see why this yield varies significantly between 700 nm and 730 nm as the same electronic excited state is nominally being created.
One way of approaching this latter difficulty is via our ability to dissect the overall yield versus absorbed photons curve of PSII (Fig. 5) into comparable fractions having QEs of 0.7, 0.05 and 0.03. If each PSII fraction was initially poised in a somewhat different configuration with respect to some redox co-factors, the energy of its P D1 -P D2 charge transfer band may be significantly different. The 700-730 nm tail may be composite of charge-transfer absorptions of these fractions. At each wavelength, the proportion of each fraction may be somewhat different. For example, excitation at longer wavelengths appears to selectively excite lower efficiency fractions of PSII. Within this idea, PSII may use the redox tuning of the charge-transfer trap depth to control charge separation yields.
Conclusions
The unexpected and unusual characteristics of the lowest energy state of PSII in spinach may be a significant element in the overall process of oxygenic photosynthesis. The prospect of a redox-tunable trap in PSII is particularly intriguing. A recent report [63] of PSII activity of sunflower and bean plants at ambient temperatures utilizing excitation wavelengths as long as 780 nm may be connected with our ability to induce charge separation at 1.7 K in PSII with wavelengths as long as 730 nm. Studies on PSII sourced from other organisms, particularly cyanobacteria, may help determine the generality of the phenomenon Fig. 7 . Schematic of the eigenstates of the reaction center PSII within the chargetransfer trap model. The electrochromic fields experienced upon creation of the metastable Q A − configuration lead to relatively small changes in the excitoncoupled levels of the reaction center chorin Q y excitations but induce a strong blue shift the optically accessible inter-chlorin P D1 -P D2 charge transfer excitation (see text).
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and help distinguish between possible assignments of state(s) absorbing in the deep red. Our preliminary measurements on highly active Thermosynechococcus elongatus PSII cores have also shown significant 'C550' electrochromism induced by light beyond 700 nm. The detection of emission from the lowest energy state of PSII, frustrated in plant PSII samples [31] , may be possible in cyanobacteria as excitation of PSI contaminants can in principle be avoided. SHB processes may become measurable near 730 nm in optically dense samples with the development of more sensitive spectral-hole readout techniques. Such measurements would provide valuable information regarding the nature of the excited-state, and such studies are currently being planned. The ability to selectively excite and characterize the lowest-energy reaction center state of intact PSII cores without interference from absorption of the proximal antennae may also be useful in studying primary processes in PSII with pump-probe and single particle techniques.
